


A web site targeted to a A web site targeted to a specific specific 
communitycommunity: : 

�� to to aggregateaggregate information (“content”) information (“content”) 
relevant to the communityrelevant to the community

�� to to collaboratecollaborate and build communityand build community
�� to deliver to deliver access to servicesaccess to services for the for the 

community  community  —— often offered in a often offered in a 
personalized manner per individual.personalized manner per individual.



�� MegaPortalMegaPortal:: Focus on everything, Focus on everything, 
such as Yahoo, America Online, such as Yahoo, America Online, 
MSN.com, etc.MSN.com, etc.

�� Vertical Portals:Vertical Portals: ““VortalsVortals” which are ” which are 
narrowly focused in a niche community narrowly focused in a niche community 
of interest.  What is vertical in the of interest.  What is vertical in the 
nongovernment nongovernment world tends to be world tends to be 
horizontal in the government world.horizontal in the government world.



�� B to B Portals:B to B Portals: Business to business Business to business 
sites which buy and sell with each sites which buy and sell with each 
other, as a marketplace.  The other, as a marketplace.  The 
government counterpart may be G to G.government counterpart may be G to G.

��

�� Enterprise Portals:Enterprise Portals: A corporatelyA corporately--
based portal; it may be either horizontal based portal; it may be either horizontal 
covering the breadth of information of covering the breadth of information of 
the enterprise, or vertical covering a the enterprise, or vertical covering a 
specific interest.specific interest.
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�� More More robustrobust content because it’s content because it’s 
drawn from drawn from acrossacross organizational organizational 
boundariesboundaries

�� Faster toolsFaster tools to locate information and to locate information and 
services services relevantrelevant to the user (search to the user (search 
engine, taxonomyengine, taxonomy--based directory, based directory, 
personalization to the user, personalization to the user, 
organizational directory, etc.)organizational directory, etc.)

�� Greater currency on the Greater currency on the freshestfreshest
content (news services, dynamic content (news services, dynamic 



�� Much more organization, methodical, Much more organization, methodical, 
controlledcontrolled and process based.and process based.

�� For the user, a portal provides For the user, a portal provides many many 
paths to the same informationpaths to the same information
versus having to know a single “right” versus having to know a single “right” 
path to the same information.path to the same information.
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